LEARN-1 Mathematics Resources
To be purchased by the school district for reimbursement from LRDC

Student Consumables (1 per student as required)

*Spectrum Math Series,* grades 1 – 6 (Frank Schaffer Publications)
- *Spectrum Math 1* (0769636918)
- *Spectrum Math 2* (0769636926)
- *Spectrum Math 3* (0769636934)
- *Spectrum Math 4* (0769636942)
- *Spectrum Math 5* (0769636950)
- *Spectrum Math 6* (0769636969)


Teacher Resources

  - Addition and Subtraction
  - Multiplication and Division
  - Fractions, Decimals and Percents

B. Manipulatives

*Spectrum* (item and item #)
- Colour Counters (set of 200), 87286
- Hundreds pocket chart, 20050
- Fraction circles , 41594
- Set of 60 attribute blocks, 67362
- Teacher’s Guide Attribute Blocks, 20805
- 1 pkg of 12 rulers (metric), 86538
- 1 Wooden Meter stick, 86512
- Canadian Money Set , 83950
- Money Bingo, 66026
- 500 multilink cubes pack, 85068
- Blue Base Ten Group Set (with place value mats), 86316
- Base Ten Blocks activities (teacher Guide), 66370
- 1 Grid mat, 46049
• Set of 6 Geoboards/elastics, 85586
• 3D figures (15 geometric solids), 11865
• 5 Measuring tapes, 83982
• Liquid Measuring Set, 85640
• 1 Teaching Clock, 44568
• Dice (Set of 12), 14942

Scholar’s Choice Moyer
• Addition Flash Cards (0-12), 156-53101
• Subtraction Flash Cards (0-12), 156-53103
• Multiplication Flash Cards, 156-53105
• Division Flash Cards, 156-53106